LANDLORDS AND FACTORY OWNERS WANT TO BE RELIEVED OF TAX FOR EDUCATION.

ON PENITENTIARY PLAN

Excerpts from Letter Outlining Design—Would Include "Contestation for Higher Wages."

Schools, among them being a Child's Industrial Association, are a good thing for the factory and land owners want it to "do them good also."

FROM OPINION TO POVERTY

Ramon Court Family Lost Land and Home For a Day

...Blackwell, Ill., Nov. 2—John Carlin, 48, a railway porter, and his three children, died a sudden death in Blackwell, Ill., Sunday. The family lost their home and land when they paid the mortgage on their property. The cause of death was strain and overwork, which has been brought about by the factory and land owners.

LUST MAY LUST

JAIL U. S. SENATOR

Federal Grand Jury on Trail of Big Railroad and Official Land Thieves.

Salt Lake City, Dec. 30—The big railroad and official land thieves were in court today, facing two trials, and one of them was implicated in the wholesale stealing of public lands in the West. The United States Government has issued an arrest warrant for two of the men, and a grand jury has recommended that the investigation continue.

RAILROAD WORKS—MAN 72 HOURS

[Special Correspondence]

Cleveland, Ohio, Nov. 2—A labor strike which closed the Cleveland, Tonawanda and Lake Erie Railroad for two days, has been settled by an agreement between the railroad company and the unionized employees.

WASHINGTON, D. C., Nov. 2—Two hundred and fifty workers, possessing a rare moment of union, have been successful in closing the great railroad for two days. The company, which is one of the largest in the country, has been unable to open the line until the union workers have been successfully brought back into service.

WASHINGTON, D. C., Nov. 2—The company, which is one of the largest in the country, has been unable to open the line until the union workers have been successfully brought back into service.

TRAIN ROBBERS IN NEVADA

Fall to Lost Passengers. Although Seven Men Have Lost Money

[Special Correspondence]

Nevada County, Nov. 2—Seven men have lost money in the recent train robbery in Nevada. The men were traveling in a train that was stopped by a gang of robbers. The money, which amounted to $7000, was stolen from the men.


Washington, D. C., Nov. 2—Two hundred federal prisoners, passing through Nevada, were released to the state authorities by federal officers armed with revolvers. The men were taken from the train and turned over to the Nevada authorities.

Gambler's Pants in Nevada. It is not expected that these prisoners will be returned to the federal penitentiary in Nevada, as they have been transferred to the state prison in Nevada.

TODDLE TIGHT HOLD

Highly Respectable Alcohols After His Injury

Washington, Nov. 2—Dr. Todd is picking up nicely. After being badly injured in the home room of a government business house, he has been placed under the care of a highly respected physician.

Disability seems to have been caused by an injury to the head. The doctor said he had been injured by a fall.

Will Wire Out William

[Special Correspondence]

Washington, D. C., Nov. 2—The political troubles of William are causing great anxiety among the people. The government has been called to account for its actions in this case.

Fire Razes Hotel

[Special Correspondence]

Chicago, Nov. 2—A fire raged through the hotel last night, doing damage of $50,000. The hotel, which is one of the largest in the city, was completely destroyed.

OFF DUTY AT LAST!

An old man, 70 years of age, belonging to the United States, stood by the door and looked at the fire. The man said he had been working in the hotel for 50 years, and that he had never seen such a fire.
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PRICE ONE CENT

TILLMAN COMES FOR MOB TALK

POOR WHITES AND POOR NEGROES FIGHT WHEN RICH WHITES STIR RACE HATE.

Senator Wants No Trial for Black Criminals. Although Innocent Often Are

The senator said that the trial of the accused Negro was unjust, and that the Negro should not be tried unless there was definite evidence of his guilt.

United States Senator Tillman arrived in Chicago today, and he said that he would speak in the interests of the Negroes. He said that he would expose the corruption of the system and that the Negroes should be given a fair trial.

This was the senator's first visit to Chicago, and he said that he would speak on the topic of race relations.

This visit was made to bring attention to the problem of race relations in the South. The senator said that the Negroes were being treated unfairly, and that they should be given a fair trial.
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This visit was made to bring attention to the problem of race relations in the South. The senator said that the Negroes were being treated unfairly, and that they should be given a fair trial.

BLOODY BLOOD CAN ADJUST FEUDS OF CARIBOO AND BONGS

APPROACH AT PROOF OF MURDER

New York, Nov. 2—A new murder case has come to light in New York. A man was found dead in an alley, and the police are investigating the case. It is believed that the murder was committed by the defendant, who has a record of past murders.

END OF DOWSERS.

Zion City and its industries pass into hands of a man who has been accused of murder.

The man who has been accused of murder has been found guilty of the crime. He has been sentenced to death and will be hanged.
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AWFUL DEATHS OF IMMIGRANT

Fifteen Tons of Czechoslovakian Foodstuffs in the United States.

More than 1000 immigrants have perished in the United States in the past year. The governments of the United States and the United Kingdom have been called to account for their actions in this case.
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THE PURLOINED LETTER
By EDGAR ALLEN POE

"For here is a mystery on hand," said Mr. Holmes, "and a question for your ingenuity."

"What was it?" said I.

"Nothing," said Mr. Holmes. "It was a question of taste, and, if you will forgive me, I am not averse to this sort of thing."

I was not familiar with the mystery, and was not disposed to ask Mr. Holmes for an explanation. In any case, I was not interested in such matters. I was too busy with my own work to concern myself with what Mr. Holmes might have been up to.

"I see," said Mr. Holmes, "that you are not interested."
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"Well," said Mr. Holmes, "I suppose it is of no consequence.
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ONE NIGHT WITH THE CITY SOLONS

AFTER THE RUSH

Reprinted from Chicago Daily News

John M. Smyth and Banker Andrew Graham See Money in Wider Halsted St.

The smoky, world-weary little bar at 507 W. Halsted St. is known as "the city solons"—a collection of officials representing the four political machines—because they drop in here of an evening to discuss the day's happenings. But it is not only the politicians who congregate here. There is a gathering of business and professional men

The place is a favorite rendezvous for the local legal celebri- ties. Judges, lawyers, patent lawyers, and syndicate lawyers are always here, so you can see why it is a good place to meet prominent people.

A NEW STORY

To-morrow we shall begin the publication of a new story, "The Morning after the Fire," by Mr. Henry G. Smith. This will be a popular story in the Chicago Daily News, and we shall be glad to hear from you what you think of it.

BANKS' WANTS

Increased for 1926

A number of banks have increased their capital for 1926. The First National Bank of Chicago has increased its capital from $10,000,000 to $15,000,000. The Second National Bank of Chicago has increased its capital from $5,000,000 to $7,500,000. The Third National Bank of Chicago has increased its capital from $3,000,000 to $4,500,000.

SIBERIA FOR RUSSIANS

War Russian bomber

The Russian war bomber "Gaye" has been sent to Siberia. It is the first Russian war bomber to be sent to Siberia. The war is over.

THE NEWS FROM FAR AND WIDE

Report of Events Reduced to Paragraphs for Easy Reading After Super-

Chicago, Ill., Nov. 27—The news from far and wide was reported in a condensed form today. The news was reduced to paragraphs for easy reading after supper. The Chicago Daily News reported the following:

A little thing

A little thing

A little thing

The little thing is dead. The little thing is dead. The little thing is dead.

END OF ARTICLE

THE INTERNATIONAL SOCIALIST REVIEW

A MONTHLY MAGAZINE of socialist ideas

The December issue of The International Socialist Review, the monthly magazine of socialist ideas, is now in the press. The December issue will be published in December. The December issue will be published in December.
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REALISTIC DRAMA IN GILLETTE TRIAL

Prisoner May Be Taken to River to Show How Grace Brown Was Killed

(Chicago Daily News, Nov. 27, 1926, p. 4)

The prisoner in the trial of the murder of Grace Brown was brought into the courtroom today. The prisoner was shown to the jury. The prisoner was shown to the jury.

TALK OF LORIMER'S BUNGO CANAL

United States Engineers Listen to Dream of Beef Trust

Congressman—Wisconsin Business Men Fed Up

(Chicago Daily News, Nov. 27, 1926, p. 4)

The United States engineers were shown to the dream of a beef trust by Wisconsin business men. The Wisconsin business men were shown to the dream of a beef trust.

AMUSEMENTS

COLISEUM SOCIETY BALL

Saturday Evening

December 15, '26

Tickets 25c a person

GALA EVENING OF THE SEASON

Tickets at sale of 7:30 at 133 Randolph St., Room 14

COMRADE:

Let's talk together. We are all so used to being alone that when we can have a chance to talk to each other it is a real pleasure. We must have a chance to talk about the things that are important to us. We must have a chance to talk about the things that are important to us.

FRACTIONAL RURAL SAVINGS BANKS

Charter of a new bank

(Chicago Daily News, Nov. 27, 1926, p. 4)

A new rural savings bank was chartered in the county. The new rural savings bank was chartered in the county.

EVERY Socialist speaking the Bohemian language should subscribe for the Bohemian Socialist paper SPROBENSLÖRST. Subscription, per year:

Daily, sent by mail in Chicago...

$5.00

Delivered by carrier in Chicago...

$4.50

Weekly for Chicago and outside...

$2.00

ADDRESS:

683 LOOMIS STREET, CHICAGO, ILL.

A GOOD WATCH

Charles H. Kerr & Co., (Co-operative)

265 Kinzie Street, Chicago.
BOBBY ON SOCIALISM
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**BOBBY ON SOCIALISM**

"An almost equal vote is not a winning position. It’s only a starting point. We have to make enough progress to win the next election.

BOBBY ON SOCIALISM

"Socialism in Trade Unions

The final decision of the national convention of the American Federation of Labor in regard to politics was the decision as to whether the members of the trade union will "be friends supported" and what "enemies punished" should be viewed as the duty of the trade union.

"This is exactly the question that the Socialists want. This is infinitely more to be desired than a mere vote for a political candidate.

A resolution would not make a single Socialist, but the discussion of politics in every union in America will make thousands and millions of Socialists.

"Just how quickly they will be made, depends upon the activity of the Socialist party.

One of the first things to do is to see that every union man is registered.

Andrews

"He will find that Socialist papers are the only ones that are always up to the hand. They are not simple "be friends supported" and "enemies punished" but they are up to the hand. They are up to the hand."

"Will he be able to get these papers at a threepenny postage?"

BOBBY ON SOCIALISM

"If there is any question as to what the Socialists want, the question is whether the Socialists are justified in asking for a "be friends supported" and "enemies punished" or whether the Socialists are justified in asking for the "be friends supported" and "enemies punished"?
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